Cell Fusion and Intramembrane Particle Distribution in Polyethylene Glycol-resistant Cells
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ABSTRACT The distribution of intramembrane particles (IMP) as revealed by freeze-fracture electron microscopy has been analyzed following treatment of mouse L cells and fusion-deficient L cell derivatives with several concentrations of polyethylene glycol (PEG). In cell cultures treated with concentrations of PEG below the critical level for fusion, no aggregation of IMP was observed. When confluent cultures of the parental cells are treated with 50% PEG, >90% of the cells fuse, and cold-induced IMP aggregation is extensive. In contrast, identical treatment of fusion-deficient cell lines shows neither extensive fusion nor IMP redistribution. At higher concentrations of PEG, however, the PEG-resistant cells fuse extensively and IMP aggregation is evident. Thus the decreased ability of the fusion-deficient cells to fuse after treatment with PEG is correlated with the failure of IMP aggregation to occur.

A technique for quantifying particle distribution was developed that is practical for the accurate analysis of a large number of micrographs. The variance from the mean number of particles in randomly chosen areas of fixed size was calculated for each cell line at each concentration of PEG. Statistical analysis confirms visual observation of highly aggregated IMP, and allows detection of low levels of aggregation in parental cells that were less extensively fused by exposure to lower concentrations of PEG. When low levels of fusion were induced in fusion-deficient cells, however, no IMP aggregation could be detected.

The fusion of biological membranes is an integral component of many physiological phenomena. Membrane fusion is found in all taxonomic kingdoms and at various levels of cellular organization. In animal systems, fusion is known to occur at the multicellular level during tissue differentiation, and in the pathogenesis of certain tumors and viral infections. Cell membranes undergo fusion in the course of mitosis, and in such specialized events as sperm-egg fusion during fertilization and the formation of macrophage giant cells during certain types of immune response. Fusion is a necessary event in any cellular activity involving vesiculation, including endocytosis, exocytosis, and compartmentalized intracellular transport. For reviews on membrane fusion, see reference 48.

A number of techniques are available that induce fusion in natural and artificial systems. Various chemical treatments (2, 13, 28, 30, 56), lipid vesicles (41), ionic manipulations (11, 42), and virus particles (25, 26, 39) have been reported to cause fusion in certain experimental situations. Applications of membrane fusion are currently in use or under development, including the production of hybridomas (17) and the controlled distribution of material to cell populations (41), especially as a route for tumor chemotherapy (3). The ability to control cell fusion has also opened up broad areas of somatic cell science for analytical investigation (12). Studies in genetics have primarily used Sendai virus (24) and, more recently, polyethylene glycol (PEG; 13, 49) to induce hybrid formation. PEG-induced fusion is inexpensive, reproducible and highly controllable, and does not require the addition of extraneous biological material.

Several morphological studies of both naturally occurring and induced membrane fusion have been made, but the specific biochemical mechanisms involved are still unknown.

Abbreviations used in this paper: IMP, Intramembrane particles; LM, 5-bromodeoxyuridine-resistant mouse fibroblast cell line LM(tk-); Clone 1D; PEG, polyethylene glycol; E medium, Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium; E+S, E medium supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum.
Common features associated with cell fusion include cell aggregation, swelling, and/or lysis (2, 32, 50, 60). At the level of electron microscopic analysis, the appearance of pentalamellar membrane structures and redistribution of intramembrane particles (IMP) have been reported (5, 29, 31, 50, 58).

We recently succeeded in isolating, from a highly fusible parental stock, a series of homogeneous, stable cell lines which are increasingly resistant to the fusogenic effects of PEG (51). The least fusible of these cells exhibit <20% fusion under the same conditions that induce >90% fusion in the parental line. At higher concentrations of PEG, resistance to fusion can be overcome. This system provides the advantage of closely related cell lines that differ only as the result of strong selection for decreased fusion following a standard PEG treatment. We have initiated a systematic study of the fusible cell line LM and its fusion-deficient derivatives, and here present evidence that resistance to fusion by PEG in these cells is correlated with a resistance to cold-induced aggregation of IMPs following PEG treatment.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cells and Media: The parental cell line used in this study was the 5-bromodeoxyuridine-resistant mouse fibroblast cell line LMTK2 Clone 1D (referred to as LM). The isolation of PEG-resistant cell lines has been reported previously (51). Briefly, cultures were treated with PEG (in the same manner as described below) and cells which remained unfused were allowed to prolif-erate. Repeated cycles of selection generated increasingly resistant cell lines, referred to as F0, F1, F2, etc., where the subscript refers to the number of cycles of selection which these cells have survived.

All cells were grown in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (referred to as E medium) supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (E+S medium). The cultures were incubated at 36.5°C in an atmosphere of 7% CO2. Cultures were maintained and treated in Falcon plastic tissue culture ware (Falcon Labware, Oxnard, CA).

Fusion Protocol: Cells were collected by trypsinization from dense cultures in 75-cm2 flasks and inoculated into either 60-mm or 35-mm diameter petri dishes containing glass coverslips. The 60-mm and 35-mm dishes were inoculated with 4 x 106 cells in 5 ml E+S medium or 1.5 x 106 cells in 3 ml of medium, respectively. All cultures were incubated overnight prior to fusion. These preparations yield homogeneous confluent monolayers of cells.

Fusion of cells on coverslips followed the procedure described previously (50). Coverslips were transferred to a fresh 35-mm petri dish and covered with 3 ml of warm PEG solution (J.T. Baker Chemical Co., Phillipsburg, NJ; PEG 1000, diluted 1:100 vol/vol) in E medium to various concentrations as described in the text. Following 1-min incubation in the PEG solution, coverslips were removed with forceps and rinsed by repeated dipping in a large volume of E medium. The coverslips were then transferred to fresh petri dishes and incubated for various times in E+S medium.

Cultures in 60-mm dishes were fused as described by Roos and Davison (51). Culture medium was aspirated and replaced with 3 ml PEG solution. After treatment for 1 min, the PEG was rapidly aspirated and the monolayer rinsed with five 10-ml washes of fresh E+S medium in quick succession.

The times of fusion referred to in this paper indicate the period between removal from the PEG solution and fixation, trypsinization or preparation for freeze-fracture. In all experiments, control cultures were treated in parallel with E medium substituted for the PEG solution.

Light Microscopy: Cells were grown on 18 mm2 #1 glass coverslips (Fisher Scientific Co., Pittsburgh, PA) in 35-mm petri dishes. After treatment with PEG and fusion for 90 min, coverslips were fixed for 5 min in methanol, stained in Giemsa's (Fisher Scientific Co.), and mounted in Uvinet Aqueous Mountant (Searle Diagnostics, Oakville, Ontario, Canada). The cultures were observed under a Zeiss Photomicroscope III equipped with phase-contrast optics. Observations were recorded on 35mm Ilford Pan F film (ASA 50).

Quantification of Fusion: Fusion was quantified as described previously (51). Cells grown in 60-mm dishes were fused and incubated for 90 min, by which time fusion was virtually complete. Cells were then collected by trypsinization and replated into at least three 60-mm dishes, each receiving one-tenth of the treated sample. After sufficient incubation to allow cell attachment, dishes were rinsed in saline solution, fixed in methanol, and stained in Giemsa's. The extent of fusion was quantified as "percent fusion," defined as the number of nuclei in fused cells divided by the total number of nuclei present, times 100. At least 1,000 nuclei were counted per sample.

Freeze-Fracture: Cultures were inoculated into 35-mm dishes containing several 4-mm diameter glass coverslips attached to larger coverslips for ease in handling. After fusion and incubation, coverslip assemblies were dipped once in E medium and once in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer (pH 7.4) at room temperature and held in cacodylate buffer at 4°C for 10 min. The buffer was then replaced with 3% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M cacodylate. Cells were then rinsed at 4°C for 30 min and then allowed to return to room temperature for an additional 30 min of fixation. After fixation, the coverslip assemblies were washed several times with buffer and the small coverslips were transferred to 30% glycerol in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer for ~12 h. The larger support coverslips were stained with Giemsa's for visual assessment of fusion.

The 4-mm coverslips were processed according to the monolayer fracture technique of Yee et al. (62). For this procedure, the small coverslips were mounted on gold-plated specimen carriers, frozen as a unit in Freon 22, and transferred to a Balzers double-replica device (Balzers, Hudson, NH). The assembly was then broken apart in a Balzers BA 360M freeze-leave apparatus at -150°C, and the fractured sample shadowed with platinum and coated with carbon. The replica was teased away from the gold specimen support in distilled water, and the glass coverslip was removed from the complementary replica in hydrofluoric acid. After digestion of all biological material with 5% hypochlorite (Clorox bleach) and dimethyldiformamide, replicas were supported on formvar-coated grids and examined in a Philips 200 electron microscope under an accelerating voltage of 60 kV. All freeze-fracture micrographs presented in this report are of the P fracture face, according to the nomenclature of Branton et al. (8).

Quantification of IMP Distribution: Fractures of individual cells or of portions of fibroblasts were located on electron microscope grids at low magnification, where detailed morphology of the fractured face should not be resolved. Magnification was then increased without further selection of field. Micrographs were taken at an initial magnification of 19,000, and then enlarged to a final magnification of 46,500.

An acetate overlay was marked at locations generated randomly by computer with 15 sequentially numbered squares of 4 mm on a side (termed quadrats). Each photograph was aligned underneath the acetate sheet and the number of IMP in each of the first 10 numbered quadrats was scored. In cases where a quadrat revealed a distorted membrane surface or no membrane at all (due to folding or wrinkling of the replica, a tear in the formvar coating, a fracture plane through the cytoplasm, etc.) additional numbered squares were scored until a total of 10 areas had been counted. It was never necessary to examine more than 15 quadrats to find 10 that were usable. At least four cells were photographed from each experiment. When experiments were combined, a total of at least ten cells were analyzed for each treatment. Micrographs were mixed together and randomly selected for analysis of IMP distribution. The individual who counted IMP was not aware of which sample was being counted.

Statistics: For each cell analyzed, the variance from the mean number of IMP per quadrant was calculated (V, defined as [standard deviation]2/mean), and plotted in relation to V = 1, as predicted from the Poisson distribution for a randomly distributed sample. Measurements of V < 1 indicate nonrandom distribution in the form of regular pattern, while measurements of V > 1 indicate nonrandom distribution in the form of clumped, or aggregated, IMP. The calculation of V as a function of the mean allows comparison between cells that differ in overall IMP density. This form of analysis has previously been applied to both one- (46) and two- (16, 61) dimensional systems.

Confidence limits for experimental measurements of V were calculated by the jackknife technique (so named because of its versatility; 37, 38). The jackknife statistic provides an internal analysis of variability by comparing V's calculated when one data point is omitted. The 99% confidence level was derived from measurements of 10 quadrats of 10 IMP per square value which reflects the difference between observed and Poisson distribution. The tails at each end of the distributions were pooled so that no channel had an expected frequency of less than one quadrat. Nonrandom distributions were classified as statistically significant at P values <0.01.

RESULTS

Fusion of Parental and Resistant Cells

We have previously reported the formation of extensive...
syncytia in LM cells treated with 50% PEG (13, 15, 50). Further work from this laboratory has described the isolation (by repeated cycles of PEG treatment) of a series of cell lines that are increasingly resistant to the fusion inducing effects of PEG (51). Fig. 1 demonstrates the decreased fusion associated with treatment of these lines with 50% PEG as described in Materials and Methods. Fewer than 10% of all cells in LM cultures remained as mononucleates following PEG treatment. In seven separate fusions of the parental LM line the percentage of cells which fused varied from 83% to 99% (average 93%, standard deviation 5.7%).

Cell lines F32 and F40 are recent isolates, selected subsequent to our initial report. While F32 cells show significantly increased resistance to PEG-induced fusion relative to the F24 line, the difference in fusion response between F32 and F40 cannot be distinguished from that between fusion of a given line in two different experiments. It thus appears that we have reached the limit of selection for fusion resistance achievable by this technique.

The dependence of fusion on PEG concentration (7, 15, 60) is presented photographically in Fig. 2 and graphically in Fig. 3. When treated with 30% PEG, LM cells are not induced to fuse above control levels. Treatment of LM cells with 40% PEG induces ~50% of cells to form multinucleates, while either 50% or 55% PEG treatment of LM cells induces >90% fusion.

The sharp rise in fusibility of LM cells within this narrow range of PEG concentration suggested that the PEG-fusion-resistant cells might be induced to fuse more extensively at higher concentrations of PEG (51). At 50% PEG, F16 and F24 cells fuse much less well than LM. However, when the concentration of PEG treatment is raised from 50% to 55%, the percentage of cells which fuses rises from 42% to 83% in the F16 line, and from 24% to 81% in F24 cells, almost to the level observed with LM cells. Light micrographs of LM cells treated with 30%, 40%, 50%, and 55% PEG, and of F24 cells treated with 50% and 55% PEG, and control cultures of both lines are shown in the lefthand panels of Fig. 2.

Distribution of Intramembrane Particles

It was shown previously that cold-induced aggregation of IMP is found in membranes of LM cells which have been treated with fusogenic concentrations of PEG (50). To assess further the perturbation of membranes induced by PEG treatment, we have studied freeze-fracture samples of both parental (LM) and fusion-resistant cells after treatment with several concentrations of PEG. In all cases presented in this paper, freeze-fracture preparations were of fixed samples which were cooled briefly to 4°C prior to fixation. Uncooled samples exhibit no IMP aggregation (50). These results are not due to artifactual perturbation during fixation, as the same patterns of aggregation were found in samples frozen without prior fixation (not shown).

The righthand panels of Fig. 2 reproduce portions of freeze-fracture electron micrographs from PEG-treated samples of LM and F24 cells. Each paired fracture and light micrograph are of the same cell line and PEG treatment. Treatments of F16 cells are not presented in this figure, but were always similar to those of F24, or intermediate between that of LM and that of F24, as shown quantitatively in Figs. 3 and 4. Control samples (Fig. 2, B and L) show seemingly random distribution of IMP. In addition, no aggregation is visible to the eye in samples that exhibit sub-maximal fusion in the adjacent light micrographs. LM cells at 30% and 40% PEG (Fig. 2, D and F) show no apparent aggregation, although fusion is evident following 40% PEG treatment (Fig. 2 E). Similarly, F24 cells treated with 50% PEG show only moderate fusion (Fig. 2 M) and no aggregation of their IMP (Fig. 2 N). By contrast, 50% treatments of LM cells results in extensive cell fusion (Fig. 2 G) and dramatic aggregation of IMP (Fig. 2 H). At 55% PEG, fusion and IMP aggregation are seen in both LM cells (Fig. 2, I and J) and F24 (Fig. 2, O and P). Thus aggregation of IMPs is seen to occur in association with extensive cell fusion, but no aggregation is visible in incompletely fused samples.

Statistical Analysis

Visual estimation of particle distributions in a plane, assuming the random distribution as a null hypothesis, is a notoriously poor technique, subject to peculiar quirks of perception as yet incompletely understood (27). To obtain more accurate data on IMP aggregation we have adapted a simple, sensitive, quantitative assay for the analysis of particle distribution, using the V statistic (as described in Materials and Methods).

Fig. 4 shows calculations of IMP distribution (V) for each cell line and PEG treatment. For all control samples combined, the average V for the number of IMP per quadrant equals 1.05. This demonstrates that control cultures exhibit statistically random distribution: V = 1, shown by the dashed line in Fig. 4. In contrast, the average V in analyses of freeze-fractured LM cells treated with 50% PEG (which show a fusion index of 90%) was 2.95, indicating strong aggregation of IMP and confirming visual analysis. LM cell treated with 30% PEG (which exhibit no fusion) showed no significant deviation from control cultures (V = 0.67). However, treatment of LM cells with 40% PEG (resulting in 40–50% fusion) produced intermediate displays of IMP aggregation (V = 1.62). This low level of aggregation is statistically significant at the 1% level, but is not readily observable by eye (Fig. 3 F).

Treatment of LM cells with 55% PEG results in extensive fusion and IMP aggregation (V = 2.90).

When fusion-deficient lines were analyzed for IMP distribution following treatment with 50% PEG (which produced much less fusion than when LM cells were similarly treated) average V's of 1.13 and 1.10 (not significantly different from I) were recorded for F16 and F24. We have also analyzed IMP...
FIGURE 2 Fusion and IMP aggregation in LM (A–J) and F24 (K–P) cell cultures after treatment with various concentrations of PEG. Cell line and concentration of PEG are indicated in the upper right hand corner of each micrograph. (A and B) Control cultures of LM cells. (C and D) Treatment of LM cells with 30% PEG, causing neither cell fusion nor redistribution of IMP. (E and F) Treatment of LM cells with 40% PEG. Substantial fusion of cells is visible, but no aggregation of IMP can be detected by eye. (G}
and H) 50% PEG treatment of LM cells results in pronounced cell fusion and aggregation of IMP. (I and J) LM cells treated with 55% PEG. (K and L) Control cultures of F24 cells. (M and N) Treatment of F24 cells with 50% PEG. Little fusion is seen compared with the same treatment of LM cells (C). (O and P) 55% PEG treatment of F24 cells produces extensive cell fusion and aggregation of IMP. Left side: light micrographs, × 850. Right side: electron micrographs, × 38,000.
distributions in F_{40} cells treated with 50% PEG and measured V as 1.21 (data not shown). Thus fusion-deficient cells (F_{16}, F_{24}, and F_{40}) exhibit no quantifiable aggregation when treated with 50% PEG, even though F_{16} cells show 42% fusion under these conditions (see Fig. 3). When the concentration of PEG was raised to 55%, however, the fusion-deficient lines studied showed extensive aggregation: V = 3.96 and 3.07 for F_{16} and F_{24} cells, respectively. These conditions also induced extensive fusion in all these lines, as shown above. As visual analysis indicated, it appears that IMP aggregation is related to fusion in this system, but the nature of this relationship is unclear. We have tentatively identified low levels of IMP redistribution following treatment of LM cells with 40% PEG, but no IMP aggregation in F_{16} cells treated with 50% PEG, although similar levels of fusion are observed in these two samples.

Differences in the average value of V in duplicate experiments were, in general, relatively small, justifying the consideration of duplicate experiments together. In five experiments in which LM cultures were treated with 50% PEG, the average values of V were measured as 2.05, 4.71, 3.03, 2.42, and 2.33. Three trials with F_{16} cells under identical conditions yielded measurements of V = 1.11, 1.24, and 0.98. Paired analysis of all replicative experiments using Snedecor's F-distribution test (55) shows no statistical difference from one trial to another, but confirms differences between treatments and cell lines, as discussed above.

As an additional index of IMP distribution, we also studied the extent of aggregation by comparison with Poisson expectations. This approach has often been used by other investigators (1, 36, 43). Table I shows the results of Chi-square analysis based on differences between Poisson expectations and the observed number of IMP per quadrat. In 9 out of 10 treatments where fusion proceeded extensively, the aggregation of IMP was judged as highly significant by this technique (P < 0.001 in 8, P < 0.01 in 1, and P < 0.1 in 1). None of the controls or incompletely fused samples showed IMP distributions sufficiently unusual to exclude the null hypothesis of randomly distributed particles. These results generally agree with those using the V statistic, and confirm the correlation of fusion and aggregation. However, this approach fails to show aggregation in LM cells following 40% PEG treatment, in contrast to the analysis of V presented above.

DISCUSSION

IMP Aggregation and Cell Fusion

We have used the distribution of IMP as a probe for studying membrane structural changes associated with PEG-induced cell fusion. The series of cell lines resistant to fusion by PEG provides a convenient system for testing the correlation we previously observed (50) between fusion and particle aggregation. Examination of Fig. 2 shows a strong positive correlation: cold-induced aggregation of IMP occurs only where fusion is extensive, and all heavily fused samples exhibit strong aggregation. Although the nature of the freeze-fracture technique precludes determination of fusion in the individual cells whose IMP morphology was studied, two observations indicate that perturbations of IMP structure occurs in all cells of a given culture, regardless of whether they are actually involved in intercellular fusion. No significant variation in IMP distribution was detected (by jackknife analysis) between individual cells within each sample group, even though we know from light microscopic observation that each sample contains a mixture of fused and unfused cells. Secondly, IMP aggregation was still seen in sparse cultures treated with fusogenic concentrations of PEG, although these samples were, because of their low density, unable to fuse (data not shown).

The correlation between fusion and IMP aggregation indicated by visual inspection of freeze-fracture samples appears clear, but statistical analysis indicates that there are excep-
TABLE I
Comparison of Number of IMPs/Quadrat with Poisson Expectations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell line</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>No. of quadrats</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Variance (s²)</th>
<th>X²</th>
<th>Degrees of freedom</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Aggregation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LM</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>&gt;0.75</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>&gt;0.1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>80</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>&gt;0.1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30% PEG</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>&gt;0.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40% PEG</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td>56.6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50% PEG</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>95.5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>70</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>+/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>70</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>44.4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>55% PEG</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>182.7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F16</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>&gt;0.1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>&gt;0.75</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>&gt;0.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50% PEG</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>&gt;0.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>&gt;0.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>55% PEG</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>47.4</td>
<td>111.5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F24</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>&gt;0.75</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>&gt;0.25</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>55% PEG</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mechanisms for membrane fusion in mammalian cells have been proposed involving either specific interactions between particle-rich areas (9, 52), or nonspecific lipid-lipid interaction between particle-free areas in closely apposed cells (2, 5, 10, 33, 40, 57). Interactions between membrane components must certainly be important in the formation of fusion bridges. However, in the PEG fusion system, our data suggest at least partial independence of PEG-induced fusion and IMP aggregation and raise the possibility that aggregation is not absolutely required for fusion.

One effect of PEG and other fusogens may be to alter membrane structure in such a way as to induce both fusion and to reveal, in cooled samples, IMP aggregation. Thus, both fusion and aggregation could reflect another membrane alteration and not be causally related to each other. This other alteration could occur either directly, through the interaction of PEG with membrane proteins or lipids, or indirectly by PEG-induced changes in such factors as pH or effective hydration of the membrane. The possibility also exists that PEG treatment exerts its effect through changes in membrane fluidity. The physical state of membrane lipids with respect to the fluid transition temperature is known to affect clustering and dispersion of integral membrane proteins and IMP (4, 59). In addition to interactions of PEG with membrane components at the molecular level, larger-scale effects of PEG may be of importance in the fusion process. PEG is known to alter the shedding of membrane surface components in some cells (35), although the blistered appearance usually associated with such shedding is not found in the LM line.

Statistical Analysis of Particle Distributions

In approaching quantitative analysis of IMP distribution in other systems, some investigators have sought to compare fracture faces visually with arbitrarily assigned (19) or computer-generated (20, 21) standards of increasing aggregation. Others have determined either the density (6) or the extent (53) of areas that appear most aggregated to the eye. Although visual analysis of IMP distribution can distinguish extensive aggregation or order, its sensitivity is inadequate when distributional differences are subtle. Consequently, mathematical analysis is necessary for detailed comparison of IMP distribution in fractured membranes.

Several types of measurements have been applied to the analysis of particle distributions in membranes. Techniques of radial distribution analysis (18, 34, 45) allow accurate modelling of IMP aggregation in one or a few micrographs (22, 36, 43). These techniques involve the selection of a representative micrograph and calculation of relative frequencies over a range of interparticle distances. In many experiments, cell-to-cell variation within a sample necessitates analyzing several micrographs in each sample. To do so with the detail of these techniques is prohibitively time-consuming and expensive. Perhaps the most frequently used approach to particle distribution analysis (1, 36, 45) involves generating frequencies of particle densities in randomly chosen quadrats and comparing these frequencies with Poisson expectations by Chi-square analysis (Table I). This technique is difficult to apply to large numbers of samples, and its sensitivity is
severely compromised when particle densities vary from micrograph to micrograph. In addition, it is subject to the assumptions of Poisson distribution implicit in the Chi-square model.

The V statistic provides a useful method for comparing IMP densities, as shown above. The presence of $\bar{x}$ in the denominator corrects for differences in average particle density, allowing direct comparison between different cells. One particularly useful aspect of the V statistic is that it allows distinctions to be made not only between randomly and nonrandomly distributed samples, but between two different forms of nonrandom patterns: aggregation and order. Aggregation, such as the clustering of IMP studied in this report, is reflected in values of $V > 1$, while ordered samples (the regular arrangement of IMP into hexameric groups, for example) result in abnormally even distribution of IMP between quadrats and values of $V < 1$. In the extreme case where all particles are fixed in a rigid lattice, $V$ equals zero. Measurement of $V$ allows relatively rapid quantification of many micrographs, achieving its sensitivity through the analysis of a few quadrats in each of many samples, rather than extensive analysis of a single sample. As the error bars in Fig. 4 indicate, this sensitivity is considerable, allowing discrimination between samples at levels far below that which can be distinguished by eye.

The analysis of spatial distributions is a problem with wide applicability in many fields, including ecology (23), astrophysics (44), and epidemiology (47), as well as biology. Further characterization and discussion of the V statistic and its application will be presented elsewhere (D. S. Roos, D. S. Pearson, and B. Singer, manuscript in preparation).

**Fusion-resistant Cell Lines**

The availability of cells resistant to PEG-induced fusion provides a particularly useful system for the characterization of cell fusion. It is interesting, however, that the gradual selection for isolation of these cells does not lead to the production of a completely un fusible cell line (Fig. 1). Our most PEG-resistant cells still show ~15-20% fusion, more than five times background levels. The fact that these cells still remain susceptible to the fusogen may indicate a limit to the plasticity of cell architecture below which viability is reduced. Further changes, leading to even greater fusion resistance, may kill the cell. Selection thus may reach its limit at the threshold of cellular adaptability.

The extremely lengthy selection required to obtain these cells points to the complexity of their genetic makeup with respect to the fusion process (51). F32 cells are the product of greater than $10^{12}$-fold selection (calculated from the number of survivors after each cycle of PEG treatment) from an initial population of 4 x $10^8$ cells. Analysis of biochemical and behavioral differences between LM cells and their resistant daughter lines should help to clarify factors involved in cell fusion. One particularly intriguing characteristic, currently under investigation, is the observation that cell lines resistant to fusion by PEG fusion better than the parental cells when incubated with various paramyxoviruses (D. S. Roos and P. W. Choppin, unpublished data). This indicates that certain factors, relating either to conditions appropriate for fusion or the actual fusion mechanisms, differ between virus-induced and PEG-fusion.
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